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OVERVIEW/HYPOTHESIS

RESULTS/CONCLUSION

In order to familiarize myself with lower level computing principles I attempted to implement a 
bash shell using C. This began with the goal to become more familiar with low level code and 
evolved into an educational exercise on the mechanics of C.

I began work on the shell for the first time again a few weeks ago and found that returning to 
it with an increased understanding of the fundamental mechanics of a computer gave me fresh 
eyes with which to address old issues. As I gradually continue to implement new functionality 
into the shell I will gain an even greater proficiency in the C programming language as well as in 
low level computing principles.

RESEARCH

PROCEDURE

FIGURE 1: Image of file structure

FIGURE 2: bash.c loop, calls other files

FIGURE 3: Common error message 

FIGURE 4: Functioning cd command

As I began my twenty percent project I was 
interested in learning how operating systems were 
designed and worked. I consulted Mr. Clement and 
Mr. Reid about the feasibility of attempting to 
create my own operating system, both understood 
how large of an undertaking this was and I was 
ultimately directed towards writing a bash shell.

Having settled upon a bash shell as my 
project I sought out a collaborator and worked 
with Uly Atkeson on this project. We both 
researched ways in which we could implement a 
command line interface and came to the 
conclusion that C was an ideal language. C 
combines the low level concepts I sought to learn 
while maintaining a level of abstraction that 
allowed me to understand the code I was writing.

We found that rather than running the shell 
locally on our devices it was far more reasonable 
for us to ssh into a remote windows device hosted. 
We made a main bash.c file to call the functions 
and then began to  implement commands. Each 
function had its own .c and .h files.

We ultimately implemented five basic shell 
commands and were able to make most of them 
function. After initial implementations we added 
flags for additional functionality. When the class 
ended the machine that me and Uly were working 
went offline and I continued to debug the existing 
functions on my own machine.

ANALYSIS

The exercise of writing these functions gave 
me an increased familiarity with C and the way that 
lower level languages interact with the machine. 
We were also able to increase our familiarity with 
important software such as gdebugger and gcc. 
We were ultimately able to implement the 
following five instructions though not all of them 
work in entirety.:

cd- change directory(with .. and ./ operands)
ls- list directory contents(with -a flag)
pwd- display current location in memory
touch- create a new file
cat- print file contents to the screen

Debugging in C was exceptionally difficult 
due to C’s notoriously undescriptive segmentation 
fault error messages (see figure 3). Thankfully 
gdebugger and gcc made it possible to 
successfully implement four of the five functions. 

We were never able to implement a 
functioning version of cd as after updating the user 
directory the program crashed. 

The largest flaw with this project was that we 
were not actually implementing any commands 
but rather using the built in interaction between C 
and the machine. That said actually implementing 
commands from an even more basic level would 
have proved impossible given our time restraints.

The C shell was, overall, a perfect balance 
between low level programming that familiarized 
me with computer systems and abstract 
languages which I was already familiar with.

The first decision when we began our project was how to go about running similar code on both of 
our devices, different operating systems made traditional options such as github implausible.

In the end this project felt like a practice in debugging and dealing with C which gave me a good 
intro into the world of low level programming languages and all of their difficulties.


